
Premier Cru Beauroy 2021
89-92 Points
This is ripe enough to have elusive suggestions of exotic fruit on the
white peach, maritime and quinine. There is excellent mid-palate
density to the rich, delicious and solidly intense middleweight flavors
that conclude in an agreeably dry and again, very saline-suffused
finish. This will need to add depth to achieve the upper end of my
projected range, but it could well do that.

Premier Cru Montmains Domaine 2021
90-93 Points
An overtly floral-inflected nose displays notes of pear, apple, citrus
confit and mineral reduction. There is impressive density to the rich
and surprisingly powerful middleweight plus flavors that are
supported by bracing lemon-tinged acidity on the more complex,
long and highly refreshing finish. Good stuff and worth your interest.

Premier Cru Vaillons Domaine 2021
91-93 Points
Here too there is a vague suggestion of the exotic on the slightly riper
aromas of pear compote, ocean spray, iodine and wet stone. The
rich, vibrant and palate coating flavors are also supported by bright
acidity that carries over to the wonderfully long, youthfully austere
and firm finale. This beauty should age effortlessly.

Chablis Domaine 2021
88-91 Points
Notes of mineral reduction and quinine add breadth to the aromas of
green apple, lemon-lime and discreet floral nuances. There is slightly
better density to the attractively textured medium-bodied flavors
that are even more saline-inflected on the balanced, dry and
lingering finale. A quality Chablis villages.
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Premier Cru Vaulorent 2021
92-94 Points
A much less expressive nose, indeed it is all but mute, requires
aggressive swirling to eventually coax aromas of white orchard fruit,
citrus blossom and seawater. The richer and slightly more powerful
flavors also possess a sophisticated mouthfeel along with excellent
depth and persistence on the balanced finish where a 5ouch of
youthful austerity slowly emerges. In a word, terrific.

Grand Cru Bougros Domaine 2021
91-94 Points
This is also aromatically reserved though determined swirling slowly
reveals smoky aromas of green fruit, citrus and mineral reduction.
The dense and very powerful big-bodied flavors flash plenty of
muscle on the palate drenching and hugely long finish. This isn’t
refined, in fact it’s rustic but it is undoubtedly impressive in its
fashion.

Premier Cru Montée de Tonnerre Domaine 2021
92-94 Points
A discreet dollop of wood sets off the equally cool and perhaps even
slightly more elegant aromas of acacia, citrus, seashore and oyster
shell. The sleek and highly sophisticated medium-bodied flavors
possess a really lovely texture while delivering superb length on the
bitter lemon and mineral-suffused finish. This beautifully balanced
effort is crystalline in its purity and a wine that should repay a decade
plus of keeping.

Premier Cru Les Lys 2021
91-94 Points
A cooler and airier array is comprised by notes of citrus, quinine and
essence of algae. The ultra-sleek and overtly mineral-driven flavors
possess cuts-like-a-knife delineation before terminating in a chiseled,
linear and moderately austere finale. This is a terrific example of Les
Lys, indeed it’s textbook.



Grand Cru Les Preuses 2021
93-96 Points
A deft application of wood frames the beautifully elegant nose of
essence of pear, green apple, acacia blossom, lemon rind and a
plethora of classic Chablis scents. The dense and unusually powerful
large-scaled flavors don’t have the muscle of the Valmur but they’re
finer, all wrapped in a massively persistent and even more complex
finale. As good as the Valmur is, and it’s wonderful, there is just a bit
more here.

Grand Cru Bougros “Côte Bouguerots” Domaine 2021
93-95 Points
A cool and highly restrained nose reluctantly offers up its array of
citrus, tidal pool, quinine and oyster shell. The exceptionally rich,
even opulent, medium-weight plus flavors also brim with sappy dry
extract on the mineral-driven, powerful and remarkably long finish.
This is perhaps slightly less elegant than it typically is, but it is most
impressive all the same.

Grand Cru Valmur Domaine 2021
93-95 Points
This could be from nowhere else but Chablis with its nose of crushed
algae, iodine, green fruit and shellfish. There is outstanding density
to the broad-shouldered and muscular flavors that stain the palate
while the abundant dry extract buffers the firm acid spine shaping
the superbly long and highly complex finale. This is also extremely
promising.

Grand Cru Vaudésir Domaine 2021
93-95 Points
Cool and strikingly elegant aromas which include those of quinine,
white peach, spice and an abundance of classic Chablis notes. The
dense yet wonderfully refined medium-weight flavors brim with dry
extract on the gorgeously long, balanced and highly complex finale.
This is extremely stylish and very promising.



Grand Cru Les Clos Domaine 2020
93-96 Points
This too could be from nowhere else other than Chablis with its
combination of strong mineral reduction, cool citrus, shellfish and
iodine. The dense, opulent and powerful large-bodied flavors brim
with dry extract that imparts a sappy texture to the lemony and
massively long finish. Not surprisingly for a classic Les Clos, this
supper effort is very much built-to-age and a wine that I would advise
not touching for at least 6 to 8 years first.


